Introduction
In the research domain, the main purpose of datamining is to extract rules that derive appropriate outputs according to input data. In particular, it is important to find generalized rules that can cope with various input data. Among variety of data-mining methods in the area of supervised learning, methods for the classification problems (such as decision tree [1] or support vector machine [2] ) work well when outputs can be classified as discrete classes, whereas those for regression problems (such as linear regression [3] or neural network work [4] ) well when the outputs are represented by continuous values, i.e., outputs are difficult to classify as discrete classes. However, there is no method that automatically classifies the appropriate number of classes in outputs (note that clustering or association rule learning in unsupervised learning focuses on classifying inputs but does not focus on classifying outputs).
To extract rules while simultaneously clustering outputs, this paper proposes XCS-VRc (XCS based on variance of reward for clustering). The proposed method introduces mechanisms that appropriately cluster outputs into XCS-VR [5] as one of Learning Classifier Systems (LCSs) [6] (note that XCS [7] is an extended from of LCS that extracts the most accurate and generalized rules). In particular, XCS-VRc extracts not only generalized rules (similar to XCS) but also rules that are specialized according to the different number of classes (i.e., the number of class in the specialized rules is greater than that in the generalized rules). As a feature of these rules, the specialized rules can only be utilized in limited situations, but are very accurate, whereas the generalized rules can be widely utilized, but are not accurate.
As the core system of XCS-VRc, LCS is an adaptive learning system that integrates reinforcement learning [8] with a genetic algorithm [9] , and has a mechanism, that generalizes rules (called as classifier) to handle many situations by introducing the concept of "don't care" represented by #. We focus on LCS for the following reasons: (1) LCS is good at extracting if-then rules as humanreadable rules; and (2) in contrast to both the supervised and unsupervised learning, which can classify rewards into discrete classes by regarding the rewards as the outputs, LCS learns from rewards.
In related work, YCSc (a simple LCS for clustering) [10] was proposed for clustering in the LCS framework, but it does not have the concept of reward, and solves given problem by grouping (clustering) input data unlike our target which clusters output data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, brief outlines the mechanism of XCS. Section 3 presents the framework of XCS-VR. Section 4 discusses the proposed XCS-VRc. Section 5 explains the benchmark problem used in the experiment. Section 6 explains the experiment setting and evaluation. Section 7 discusses the results of experiment. Section 8 concludes and outlines future work. 
Classifier
A classifier is a condition-action rule; a condition C is coded as C ∈ {0, 1, #} L , where L is the length of the condition, and the symbol '#' is the "don't care symbol" that matches all input values (i.e., 0 or 1). Classifiers consist of a condition, an action, and four main parameters [7, 12] shown in Table 1 .
Mechanism
At iteration t, XCS builds a match set [M] containing the classifiers in the population [P] whose condition matches the current sensory input s t . If [M] does not contain all the feasible actions covering occurs, in which a set of classifiers that matches s t and cover all the missing actions is created. This process ensures that XCS can evolve complete mapping such that in any state it can predict the effect of every possible action in terms of expected returns. 1 For each possible action a in [M], XCS computes the system prediction P(s t , a) that estimates the payoff that XCS expects if action a is performed in s t . The system prediction P(s t , a) is computed as the fitness weighted average of the predictions of classifiers in [M] that advocate action a:
where, [M](a) represents the subset of classifiers of [M] with action a, p k identifies the prediction of classifier cl k , and F k identifies the fitness of classifier cl k . Then XCS selects an action to perform; the classifiers in [M] that advocate the selected action form the current action set
The selected action a t is performed, and a scalar reward r t is returned to XCS.
When reward r t is received, the estimated payoff P(t) is computed as follows:
where γ is the discount factor [13] . Next, the parameters of the classifiers in [A] are updated in the following order [12] : prediction, prediction error, and fitness. Prediction p is updated with learning rate β (0 ≤ β ≤ 1):
In the algorithmic description [12] , covering is activated when the match set contains less than θ mna actions; however, θ mna is always set to the number of available actions so that the match covers all the actions. The absolute accuracy κ is defined by Eq. (5) . Then, the prediction error ε and classifier fitness are updated with relative accuracy κ :
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On a regular basis (dependent on parameter θ GA ), the genetic algorithm is applied to classifiers in [A]. It selects two classifiers, copies them, and with probability χ performs crossover on the copies. Then, with probability μ it mutates each allele. XCS often employs tournament selection with tournament size τ [14] as a selection mechanism, which improves the performance of XCS [14] .
XCS-VR

Architecture
XCS with self-adaptive criterion (XCS-VR) is an extended mechanism of XCS. XCS-VR uses the same framework as XCS, as shown in Fig. 1 . XCS-VR has classifier population [P], which acquires knowledge by evolving classifiers in [P] to adapt to the environment. The main differences between XCS and XCS-VR, in terms of XCS-VR are as follows: 1) each classifier has an exclusive ε 0 , whereas XCS has constant ε 0 shared by all classifiers. 2) In the memory component, the variance table is used to record the standard deviation of the reward of each state-action pair when the action is executed. 3) ε 0 is updated based on the record in the variance table. Table  3 
Classifier and Variance
.2.1. Classifier
XCS-VR has a classifier consisting of condition-action rules and parameters such as prediction reward P, fitness F, and numerosity N. In addition, each classifier has a ε 0 that is calculated from all the matched state's reward standard deviation. Each classifier containes a standard deviation from acquired rewards. Up to iteration t = T , all rewards are collected when a certain state-action (Rule) is executed to calculate its standard deviation as S t=T (Rule). Here, T represents a certain state-action (Rule)'s excution time instead of iteration. Because standard deviation is sifinificantly biased with small samples, it cannot be trusted in the calculation of other values. Therefore, a criterion has to be set to determine whether the standard deviation has converged.
Mechanism
The mechanism in XCS-VR is as follows. 1) The standard deviation of the state-action's reward is used to update the classifier's error tolerance, ε 0 . 2) Then, the judgment for the standard deviation's convergence of each state-action's reward is set. 3) Finally, standard deviation of each classifier's reward is used to update its error, ε.
Standard Deviation Convergence
Equation (7) determines whether the deviation of the classifier's reward is convergent; here, θ re f determines how many steps i should look back during the calculation, and deviation S is determined as converged when the sum of the absolute difference between S t and S t−i is less than threshold θ std .
Identification of Accuracy Classifier Based on the
Sample Standard Deviation To match the two state-action pairs A and B, an unbiased variance of the obtained reward of classifier U cl is calculated by using the average of reward μ A , μ B , unbiased variance U A ,U B , and the number of evaluations n A , n B .
The averages of the reward of the state-action pairs (μ A , μ B ) have approximately the same value as long as the classics are accurate. The standard deviation of the reward of the classifier is obtained in only part of the weighted average. The initial value of accuracy criterion E 0 is set to 1% [7] of the maximum reward value. XCS-VR updates the ε 0 of the classifier by Eq. (8) . Because ε 0 includes an error when the variance table is not convergent. XCS-VR updates the ε 0 when the convergence condition, Eq. (7) is satisfied in all state-action pairs of the variance table. The state-action pair (s, a) to be matched to the classifier cl is represented as (s, a) matched cl. The number of updates of state-action pairs in the variance table is represented as V (s, a).n.
The error, ε, representing the uncertainty of the classifier is updated to the sample standard deviation of the classifier after the convergence condition in Eq. (7) is satisfied.
The classifier for which ε 0 and ε satisfy the following relationship obtained as described above is judged to be correct.
Update ε
Each classifier's prediction error is calculated from the reward it acquires. A classifier's parameter cl.S contains the standard deviation of the rewards acquired from the environment. cl.S is determined to converge by the following:
Equations (7) and (11) carry out the same calculation. However, here in Eq. (11), t signifies the number of times the classifier is selected as match set [M] . θ re f and θ std are the same as in Eq. (7) .
When cl.S is determined to converge, the classifier's prediction error, ε, is updated as follows:
Algorithm
The main process of XCS-VR is the same as that of XCS; however, the Variance Table, ε,ε 0 are added to the learning process. The Variance table is updated every iteration, when the system acquires reward from the environment, with three parameters: state, action, and reward. When the Variance table converges, the classifier's tolerant criterion ε 0 is updated using the Variance table's value. Meanwhile, a certain classifier's prediction error ε is updated when the standard deviation of the reward it acquired converges. Then, the classifier's ε is updated with the standard deviation of the reward. Because ε 0 and ε are used in the evaluation of the accuracy of the classifier, the closer a classifier's ε is to ε 0 , the more accurate that classifier is. Thus, a classifier that estimates the state-action (Rule)'s reward correctly is evaluated as a good classifier.
XCS-VR for Clustering
As shown in the architecture of XCS-VRc in Fig. 2 , XCS-VRc, which is extended from XCS-VR, has the fol- lowing three mechanisms to acquire the specialized and generalized rules according to the different number of classes: (1) the A classifier standard deviation estimation mechanism to generate and keep the good classifiers;
(2) the a classifier detection mechanism for the overgeneralized generalized rules which that cover the too wide a range of the reward; and (3) the a classifier subsumption mechanism which that enables the specialized rules in a certain level class to absorb the generalized rules in a higher level class, as the opposite way of in contrast to XCS.
Classifier Standard Deviation Estimation
Mechanism First, the ε 0 state-action (Rule)'s deviation must be calculated to converge, because an unstable value for the state-action (Rule)'s deviation will lead to an inaccurate estimation result for ε 0 . Secondly, XCS-VRc recalculates the classifier's ε 0 in Eq. (13) to cope with differences in the average reward, such that generalized rules can be acquired. As shown in Fig. 3 , the generalized classifier on the lower right is considered as bad classifier. Because XCS-VR does not consider the difference between multiple state-action (Rule)'s average rewards in estimating the classifiers accuracy criterion ε 0 , XCS-VR regards a generalized rule as a bad classifier and deletes it in the learning process.
Thus, the accuracy of both specialized rules and generalized rules is one according to Eq. (5), and this remains during the learning process. cl.ε 0 ← ∑ MatchedRules
Classifier Deletion Mechanism
The objective of XCS-VRc is to extract both generalized and specialized rules. Considering real world applications, not every generalized classifier is useful. Obviously, classifiers such as "####," for which the error might cover the whole range of the reward, should be deleted. However, owing to application of Eq. (13), such overgeneralized rules remain in the results. In order to delete overgeneralized rules, a deletion criterion must be defined. Thus, in this paper, we determine that classifiers in which the prediction error's range of coverage crosses the average line of all rewards should be deleted. As shown in Fig. 4 , Length l, the classifier's ε range, crosses the average, the longer l is, the lower the classifier's accuracy will be evaluated. In this situation, the classifier's accuracy, κ, is updated by Eq. (14); otherwise, κ is updated by Eq. (5), as in the conventional methods.
Classifier Subsumption Mechanism
The conventional subsumption mechanism is designed to promote integration of classifiers. In XCS and XCS-VR, the subsumption is applied in action set [A] . When there is a classifier that is more generalized than others, it can subsume other classifiers by deleting other classifiers from [P] and adding other classifiers' numerosity n to itself. More specifically, cl a = "#0#" is more generalized than cl b = "10#," because cl a has more "#" than cl b . Furthermore, "#0#" also matches cl b 's "10#"; thus, cl a can subsume cl b , which means delete cl b then add cl b 's numerosity to cl a . However, in this paper, the objective is to acquire both specialized (e.g., "10#") and generalized rules (e.g., "#0#") in parallel.
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Journal of Advanced Computational Intelligence Vol.21 No.5, 2017 and Intelligent Informatics As shown in Fig. 5(c) , the specialized classifier with a narrower error range ε is not allowed to be subsumed by the generalized rule with a broader error range. Thus, the criterion θ σ must be defined to distinguish specialized rules from generalized rules. XCS-VRc determines θ σ = 1/10 × ε 0 (subsume) that distinguishes specialized classifiers from generalized classifiers as shown Eq. (17).
As shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), if the difference between the classifier(subsume)'s error range and the classifier(subsumed)'s error range is within the criterion given in Eq. (16), we consider that the two classifiers are similar and can be combined.
If a classifier is more generalized than other classifiers and satisfies either of the two situations, it can subsume other classifiers and Eq. (15) can be combined with Eq. (16). 
Algorithm
As XCS-VRc is extended from XCS-VR (as described in Section 3.4), the main flow of XCS-VRc is primarily the same as XCS-VR as shown in Algorithm 1. Concretely, XCS-VRc is proceeds as follows: (1) XCS-VRc receives the input state from the given environment, and selects the matched the input state from population [P] to generate match set [M]. (2) The variance table of the input data is updated by the mechanism described in Section 3.3. (3) Following convergence of the reward of the classifier, ε 0 of the classifiers are updated by the classifier standard deviation estimation mechanism described in Section 4.1 to generate the specialized and generalized classifiers according to the different level classes. (4) The accuracy κ of the overgeneralized classifiers is updated by the classifier deletion mechanism described in Section 4.2 to delete them. (5) When the subsuming classifier meets the subsumption condition, the classifiers in [M] are subsumed by the classifier subsumption mechanism described in Section 4.3. (6) Repeat (1) to (5) until XCS-VRc acquires a classifier subset that is suitable for the environment. 
Benchmark Problem
To validate XCS used a toy problem in which the answer is known in advance. For example, Experiment A in Fig. 6 is designed to have two classes: a generalized class and a specialized class. As the whole pattern of the rewards is symmetrical around 500, as shown in Fig. 6 , they can be divided into two rules for the high ( 1 , 2 ) or low ( 3 , 4 ) reward distribution as the generalized class because the four patterns of the rewards can be found in Fig. 6 by focusing on each reward distribution from 1 to 4 . On the other hand, they can be represented by four rules as a specialized class. In this problem, the rules in two classes (i.e., the two rules in the generalized class and the four rules in the specialized class) should be extracted at the same time (note that we call the former rules the generalized rules and the latter rules the specialized rules). Similarly, the Experiment B in Fig. 7 is designed to have two classes: a generalized class and a specialized class. In this problem, the rules in the two classes (i.e., the two rules in the generalized class and the four rules in the specialized class) should also be extracted at the same time, but the generalized rules are classified into high ( 1 ) and low ( 2 , 3 , 4 ) reward distributions unlike the high ( 1 , 2 ) and low ( 3 , 4 ) reward distributions in the Experiment A.
To determine the reward value in this problem, the four attributes in the input data determine which reward distributions from 1 to 4 are employed (note that two dummy attributes are added to investigate whether these two attributes in the rules should be generalized). For example, the input data 110000 in Fig. 8 determines the reward value by either reward distribution 1 or 2 . The other environment's reward patterns are shown in Figs. 9-11. The expected rules according to the experiment de-sign are shown in Figs. 12-15. For example, in Experiment A (with σ =100) in Fig. 12 , the two generalized rules should be extracted to divide the rewards into the two types colored by blue and red, while the four specialized rules should be extracted to divide the rewards into the four types based on the four reward distributions. In contrast to this case, in Experiment A (with σ = 300) in Fig. 13 , the two generalized rules should be extracted to divide the rewards into the two types colored by blue and red, but the four specialized rules are not required to be extracted because the rewards based on the four reward distributions mostly overlap, i.e., the rewards are difficult to classify. The expected rules should be extracted in a similar manner in Experiment B in Figs. 14 and 15 .
To verify the robustness of XCS-VRc, we applied noise following a normal distribution e = N(0, σ 2 ) to the benchmark problem described above, in which each bit's reward has the same noise strength.
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Specialized rules
Generalized rules σ = 100 4: ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) 2: ( 1 , 2 ) ( 3 , 4 ) σ = 300 −− 2: ( 1 , 2 ) ( 3 , 4 ) Table 4 . Experiment B required rules classe number.
Generalized rules σ = 100 4: ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) 2: ( 1 ) ( 2 , 3 , 4 ) σ = 300 −− 2: ( 1 ) ( 2 , 3 , 4 ) 6. Experiment
Experimental Setting
To investigate the effectiveness of XCS-VRc in different reward environments, we conducted the four experiments from the viewpoint of two evaluation criteria: Firstly, Experiment A aims was aimed at validating the ability of XCS-VRc under an unbiased distributed reward environment, whereas Experiment B aims was aimed at validating it under a biased distributed reward environment. The reward setting of Experiment A and Experiment B are shown in Table 2 . Second, the case with reward range σ = 100 aimed at validating the ability of XCS-VRc to extract both specialized rules and generalized rules whereas the case with reward range σ = 300 aimed at validating the ability of XCS-VRc to extract only generalized rules. With these objectives for the experiments, the number of specialized and generalized rules required to be extracted in Experiment A in σ = 100 and 300 is shown in Table 3 , whereas the number of the same required rules for experiment B in σ = 100 and 300 is shown in Table 4 .
The reward environment and other parameters were set the same for XCS and XCS-VR as follows: N = 400, γ = 0.71, β = 0.2, ε = 10, μ = 0.04, P # = 0.33, χ = 0.8, ν = 5, θ GA = 25, θ = 20, and θ = 20. Further, XCS-VRc and XCS-VR shared the same parameter values for θ std = 15, θ re f = 75, and E 0 = ε 0 = 10. The learning iteration was 100,000 for one trial, and the result was evaluated over an average of 50 trials.
Evaluation
In the toy problem described in Section 5, the input data were constructed using six binary bits with the first four bits determining which reward distributions from 1 to 4 are employed, and the last two bits being dummy bits in order to investigate whether two bits in the rules should be generalized. The output (corresponding to the reward), on the other hand, is the reward value determined by the reward distributions selected according to the input data, because we wished to extract both specialized rules and generalized rules to presents the reward patterns of the environment. As a condition of the data acquisition process, this paper selected rules for which the accuracy value is one and convergent flag is true from all rules in the population at the final iteration of XCS-VRc. Such selected rules correctly classify the class of the rewards (i.e., accuracy is one) for a proper period of time (i.e., convergent flag is true).
In this experiment, we evaluated how many required classifiers (shown in Tables 3 and 4) are acquired at the end of learning iteration. Then, we took the average acquisition rate through 50 trials.
Experimental Results
Results (Acquired Rules)
• Experiment A In Experiment A, when σ = 100 the four specialized rules and two generalized rules were acquired as shown in Table 5 (1). When σ = 300, the 2 generalized classifiers was acquired as shown in Table 5 (2). This matched the required rules classes number shown in Table 3 .
In Experiment B, when σ = 100 the classifiers acquired four specialized rules and one generalized rules as shown in Table 6 (1). When σ = 300, one specialized rule and one generalized classifier were acquired, as shown in Table 6(2). This matched the required rules shown in Table 4.
Results and Discussion (Acquisition Rate)
The average acquisition rate of each learning method in Experiment A is shown in Fig. 16 . Experiment B's result is shown in Fig. 17 . The figure shows that XCS could not acquire good classifiers. XCS-VR acquired an average of Vol.21 No.5, 2017
Journal of Advanced Computational Intelligence 891 and Intelligent Informatics 56% of the required rules when noise with strength σ = 100 was added, but could not obtain any good classifiers for noise with strength σ = 300. In contrast, XCS-VRc was able to acquire all classifiers required at σ = 100 and σ = 300. This difference is due to the following reasons: XCS has constant tolerance, and noise is added as a reward. In order to judge all classifiers as incorrect classifiers at all times, the whole classifier group repeats generation and disappearance and cannot learn at all. Although XCS-VR can be learned in a noisy environment, in this benchmark problem, specialized rules are acquired, but it does not acquire the most generalized rules. This is due to the fact that the reward corresponding to each bit is different, and the rules that acquires a different reward value is considered to be inaccurate by XCS-VR, result in deletion during the learning process. In contrast, XCS-VRc successfully acquires both specializedand generalized rules.
Criterion Point
Considering the deletion criterion proposed in Section 4.2, an arbitrary classifier deletion mechanism was set as the average, but required more modification. By analyzing the histogram of all the rewards in Fig. 18 , we found that the boundary of the two reward groups is 400, not 600 as we had supposed. Because the deletion criterion is not accurate, many good classifiers' accuracy may be reduced due to them crossing this criterion. We reset the criterion point to 400 and performed Experiment B again. As shown in Table 7 (lower row), in the case where σ = 300 the generalized rule's accuracy became one. Thus, it is clear that correctly setting the delete criterion can improve the accuracy of acquired rules, and is crucial in XCS-VRc. As a first step in this study, we set it to the average of all rewards naively; however, considering application of XCS-VRc on more complicated problems and environments, it should be adapted to the environment in the future.
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Conclusion
This paper proposed XCS-VRc extracting different generalized level rule. The method acquires both generalized classifier and specialized classifier. To test the XCS-VRc's efficacy, we designed an experimental environment with different reward group, compared the performance of the XCS-VRc with conventional XCS-VR. The XCS-VRc add method to subsumption process to distinguish specialized rule and generalized rule, thus with proper subsumption both specialized rule and generalized rule are acquired. Then from humans aspect of understanding, several rules covered to wide range is not useful, a criterion should be set to delete these rules. As the first step, we arbitrary set the criterion as the average of whole reward. Through experiment applying different noise in environment, and we found the following knowledge: 1) the XCS-VRc succeed in acquiring both generalized rule and specialized rule in a noise environment. 2) In experimental environment (b), XCS-VRc acquired rule that covered delete criterion, by reset this criterion properly, result was improved. Future works are as follow: 1) More test should be conducted on XCS-VRc to demonstrate its ability to acquire generalized rules.
2) The delete criterion should be dynamic designed to adapt environment.
